THE IMPACT OF COVID-19
ON INDIVIDUAL GIVING – PART 3

THE 2021 INDIVIDUAL
GIVING LANDSCAPE
2020 has brought unrivalled challenges for UK fundraising
stimulating creativity, quick thinking and agility of approach.
It’s certainly still very hard out there. The charity press keeps
us abreast of the ongoing impact of the virus on our sector:
F2F channels, retail and mass events are still limited and
impacting charity regular giving acquisition and funds.
There’s a potential multi-billion pound gap and redundancies
are still being reported.
Fundraising teams are flat-out having to adapt and rethink
their campaigns and strategies, learning new skills and
implementing new fundraising approaches and tech to
support it – often on reduced teams.
The demand on charitable services continues to be high; 63% of
the charities surveyed by Pro Bono Economics reported they are
facing higher level of demands and 75% expect that to continue
in the year ahead. Demand is still outstripping resource and
funding. 83% of charities forecast a decline in their income, and
69% think it will take more than a year to return to pre-crisis
income levels. The need for more support from the government
is widely felt and vocalised. All of this is set to continue as we
make our way through the winter months into 2021.
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Our sector is fighting hard to find solutions to the challenges.
As Peter Lewis, CEO of the Chartered Institute of
Fundraising said:

“THROUGHOUT THE CURRENT
CRISIS, I HAVE BEEN BLOWN
AWAY BY THE CREATIVITY,
RESILIENCE, AND INNOVATION
THAT FUNDRAISERS HAVE
SHOWN EVERY DAY”
Legacies are bouncing back more quickly than
we thought originally.
We are forging forward in our adoption of digital and virtual
fundraising, utilising new tech and adapting to the changes in
our audiences as a result of the virus.
Charities across the board are sharing how they are moving
online and innovating their technology, Freedom from Torture
and Alzheimer’s Society have talked in particular about how
this has helped them to off-set losses.
Supporter stewardship activity is growing – supported
strongly in the content of many fundraising conferences this
year – enabling us to nurture and build loyalty with our donors.

WHAT THIS REPORT CAN TELL YOU
This third report in the Impact of COVID-19 on Individual Giving series
explores how the pandemic has affected individual giving over the last 8
months to October 2020. In the last two reports we have identified the UK
public’s continued propensity to give to emergency and business-as-usual
(BAU) campaigns. As Autumn progressed, and the run up to Christmas
giving began, we wanted to explore whether the economic impact of the
recession, the virus and the extended limitations on our lives have caught
up with us and led to reduced giving levels or whether our giving spirit in
the UK is holding strong.
In this report we will explore:
Giving behaviour in cash appeals and regular giving enabling you
to benchmark your activity against over 127 national campaigns1.
Trends and patterns emerging from the sector supporting your
ongoing decision making as we enter 2021.
Note: We will be updating this report early 2021 to show the
impact of Christmas campaigns on the 2020 results.

This report utilises a controlled set of data to ensure robust results. In total the data includes 38 clients, 127
campaigns, involving over 12.5 mailing volume raising over £28.2m income, plus digital and press channels and
regular gifts. Aggregated and anonymised data has been used from Woods Valldata charity clients. Data is not
included where it is neither comparable to an equal campaign or data set 2019/2020
or is not part of an emergency appeal or relevant regular giving data set in 2020.
1
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WE WANTED TO
EXPLORE WHETHER
THE ECONOMIC IMPACT
OF THE RECESSION,
THE VIRUS AND THE
EXTENDED LIMITATIONS
ON OUR LIVES HAVE
CAUGHT UP WITH US
AND WHAT THE IMPACT
HAS BEEN ON GIVING
IN THE UK

QUICK OVERVIEW
August – October 2020 continues to see a rise in
response and gift vs. 2019.
Although we are still in the full flow of processing
and a little too early to complete our analysis, our
Christmas campaigns are tracking at or above
forecast and it looks to be a super strong Christmas
for our charities with some seeing uplifts on response
against forecast in the region of 100%, double what
they were hoping.
Online response to cash appeals is continuing to rise,
albeit still tiny percentages (2.4% of total income).
There’s still a place for emergency appeals.
Direct Debit (DD) cancellations are aligned with
regular giving acquisition.
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WE’VE SEEN A
CONTINUATION
IN THE RISE IN
RESPONSE AND GIFT
IN THE MONTHS
BETWEEN AUGUST
AND OCTOBER
COMPARED TO 2019
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CASH CAMPAIGNS
Comparing like-for-like campaigns from February through to October 2020 with 2019 continues
to show an overall uplift in response percentages. Across the whole year we have seen a rise in
response rate of 14.7% (from 9.5% in 2019 to 10.9% this year).
Average gifts have increased by 10.6% vs. 2019, from an average of £20.42 to £22.592.
February - April

Total (Feb – Jul)

Total (Feb – Oct)

Response vs. forecast
(all campaigns)

25% uplift

32% uplift

28% uplift

Response vs. 2019
(BAU campaigns)

Static response rate
year-on-year (YOY)

12% uplift

15% uplift

Average gift vs. 2019
(BAU campaigns)

5% uplift

20% uplift

11% uplift

* No emergency appeals occurred between August and October and have therefore been excluded from the table in this report.

With donor fatigue a concern for fundraisers, we should be heartened by a continued uplift in
response vs. last year. The fact we are still up on last year through the latter months is tantamount
to the resilience and tenacity of our fundraising teams and the ongoing generosity of our donors.

Over the period of February through to the end of October, we have reviewed 110 like-for-like campaigns across 2019 and 2020 which equates to
over 10-million mail pieces raising over £22 million in income. Alongside this, we have looked at 17 emergency appeals, 2.5 million mail pieces and
over £6 million in income.
2
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RESPONSE
CONTINUES
TO

RISE

YEAR-ON-YEAR

CONTINUED RISE IN RESPONSE AND AVERAGE GIFT
If we compare this to our last report in August we can see yet again a positive uplift against last year in response and average gift. Although
too early to include in here as we are still processing, the Christmas campaigns are running at a super strength with response rates, gifts and
income consistently smashing forecasts.

Cash Individual Giving – Response Rates
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Cash Individual Giving – Average Gift
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Feb-Oct 2019

Feb-Oct 2020

£0.00

Feb-Oct 2019

Feb-Oct 2020

AUGUST TO OCTOBER
RESPONSE AND GIVING
VS. 2019 CONTINUE
TO LOOK POSITIVE
A drop or steadying in the giving levels in the latter
months of the year would have been expected. Yet even
with rising unemployment, recession and impending
Brexit potentially impacting on response, it is wonderful
to see the continued resilience of our supporters.
YouGov3 are reporting a reduction in happiness and rise
in frustration and stress and Mckinsey4 have reported
a rise in mental health difficulties in the workplace
towards the end of the year. This would suggest a
correlation between the mood of the nation and a drop
in giving, but it’s not something we’re seeing within our
Woods Valldata campaigns.
Here we have focused in on the last quarter of results
to help demonstrate how strong these campaigns are
against this time last year. You can see from the charts
that response rates are over 18% higher than 2019 and
the average gift is running at similar levels to last year.

Cash Individual Giving – Response Rates
16.0%
14.0%
12.0%

https://yougov.co.uk/topics/science/trackers/britains-mood-measured-weekly

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/
overcoming-pandemic-fatigue-how-to-reenergize-organizations-for-the-longrun?cid=other-eml-nsl-mip-mck&hlkid=afd7643e7dd049e483021dfcc7fc281e&h
ctky=12487935&hdpid=63741dff-44a3-42e2-a276-653ee3b3bcf7
4
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Cash Individual Giving – Average Gift
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14.5%

SHIFTING BALANCE OF POSTAL
AND ONLINE
Although still small in real terms, online response to traditionally postal-response
products is still tracking at a significantly higher rate compared to last year.
Between February and October the rise is nearly 71% vs. 2019. This has increased
since July when we saw a 50% increase YOY overall.
The YOY uplift in average gift has declined compared to the summer months
showing a reduction in the average value of online gifts of 32.5% looking at
comparable campaigns between February and October (see chart on next
page). It’s interesting to see the average gift stabilising across postal and online
this year compared to last. This could perhaps be a reflection of more people
responding online who would otherwise have responded by post.
Ofcom in their Adults’ Media Use & Attitudes report (August 2020)5, for instance,
flags the shift to mobile, multiple device and connected device technologies. The
pandemic has accelerated the move to digital and social fundraising for many
charities out of necessity. This was never more evident than at the start of the
lockdown when online response was up 286%. The change has since averaged
out but we are confident this is an upward trend and one in which many charities
are investing in 2021.

Postal & Online Responses

1.4%

2019

98.6%
2.4%

2020

97.6%
5
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https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/media-literacy-research/adults/adults-media-use-and-attitudes

Postal Response

Website

DIRECT MAIL AND
POSTAL RESPONSES
ARE STILL VERY
MUCH A PART OF OUR
FUNDRAISING AND
MULTI-CHANNEL
APPROACHES WILL
BE A VITAL PART OF
OUR FUTURES

We have to respond to an increasing acceptance and demand for digital giving
and test different channel approaches.
It’s clear that direct mail asks are holding their own despite a real shift change in
the world. These findings reflect those seen in the wider market place: research
released by Royal Mail and Trinity McQueen6 found consumers engaging with
96% of all mail during lockdown, and 88% reporting they have paid as much or
more attention to door-drops than before ever before, interacting with each item
4.5 times on average.
Testing and tracking of supporter journeys and communication channels will
be a big part of the post-covid landscape, understanding how to apply multichannel approaches in the best way possible to encourage retention and income.
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Feb-Oct 2020
Website

https://www.decisionmarketing.co.uk/news/direct-mail-engagement-soars-as-market-bounces-back

HEALTH CHARITIES AND
THOSE SERVING THE
NEEDS OF PEOPLE ARE
STILL OUTPERFORMING
OTHER CHARITY TYPES

20.0%

Feb – Oct: Response Rates by Charity Type

18.0%
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14.0%
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2.0%

So far over 2020 health and human services charities
have seen a greater uplift in giving than any other
charity type compared to the previous year. It would
be safe to assume that donors to other charities have
re-directed their giving to health and human services
charities this year in response to the immediate human
impact of Covid-19.

0.0%

Animal

Health

Feb-Oct 2019

£45.00

Human
Services

International

[Average]

Feb-Oct 2020

Feb – Oct: Average Gift by charity type

£40.00

Taking a close look at the campaigns running over the
last quarter (see charts on next page showing August
to October results), we can see the trend in response is
consistent across the whole year, despite things getting
harder for our supporters. Although the average gift is
still stronger than last year, we are seeing a dip down
compared to campaigns from February through to end of
July. Perhaps this is where we see a slight impact from
the changes around us, people still want to give but the
value they can give is not quite as high as earlier in the
year. They are starting to be more considered or perhaps
sharing the money around more.
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INDIVIDUAL GIVING IS ROBUST
The response to cash individual giving has been more robust than
earlier in the year for health and human services charities rising from
10.3% and 10.6% to 14.1% and 16.0% respectively compared to the
same period in 2019.
18.0%

Aug – Oct: Response Rates by Charity Type
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Aug – Oct: Average Gift by Charity Type
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* Please note, no animal charities fell within this time frame for reporting.
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We saw a raft of emergency appeals throughout the
Spring and early Summer to generate much needed
funds. Charities are running emergency appeals again
towards the end of the year. Differently to earlier in the
year, however, these are in addition to the normal BAU
asks, they are no longer replacing.
The numbers of emergency appeal campaigns running
now are significantly fewer than earlier in the year and
are still in processing, but so far, they are performing
strongly against forecasted numbers.

8.0%

0.0%

EMERGENCY APPEALS
REMAIN RELEVANT

[Average]

A further update will be provided in the next report.

CASH CAMPAIGNS CONTINUE TO
OUTPERFORM 2019 WITH RESPONSE
AND AVERAGE GIFT LEVELS
PROVIDING A RELIABLE SOURCE OF
INCOME FOR CHARITIES IN THE UK
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REGULAR GIVING
Regular giving remains strong for charities
during 2020. The cancellation percentage is
down 50% in 2020 vs. 2019 which means we
are seeing a much lower cancellation rate
overall this year compared to last.

The start of the pandemic in February and March seemed to stimulate a surge
of Direct Debit (DD) cancellations which have since plateaued at around 1% per
month. The initial reaction to the pandemic has not been repeated which is
reassuring as F2F regular giving fundraising starts to make a return.

We have seen a percentage cancellation rate
of 10.32% between February and October 2020
compared to 20.33% in the same timeframe
last year.

DD Cancellations Feb-Oct 2020
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DIRECT DEBIT CANCELLATION
RATES DOWN
YOY

50%

DIRECT DEBIT CANCELLATIONS IN LINE
WITH ACQUISITON
We can see a drive in June and July to get acquisition in regular giving back up and running, either
through face2face or alternative recruitment channels – digital and DRTV being key – particularly
with lower cost DRTV slots being available from April/May. Cancellations follow
on at a low level in line with acquisition with a small rise in September.
As we predicted in the August Impact of COVID-19 on Individual Giving report7, regular giving
cancellations seem to have remained steady and in line with acquisition activity throughout 2020
with the exception of the peak knee-jerk reaction to the pandemic in February and March. This
shows that the desire to help and support remains strong in regular giving.

Cancellations & New DD’s Feb-July 2020
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Jun-20

Jul-20

Aug-20

% New

https://www.woodsvalldata.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/WV-Covid-19-Impact-Report-PART2-AUG-20.pdf

Sep-20

Oct-20

REGULAR
GIVING
ACQUISITION
HAS HELD
STEADY
DESPITE UK
ECONOMIC
FACTORS
AND THE
CONTINUING
EFFECTS
OF THE
PANDEMIC

WITH A SLOW RETURN TO FACE-TO-FACE
FUNDRAISING FOR SOME CHARITIES FROM
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER THESE RESULTS SHOW
THAT REGULAR GIVING ASKS CONTINUE TO
PROVIDE SOLID RETURNS
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LOOKING BACK AT 2020
There is a lot we can take from the findings across 2020 which we can take forward into 2021

A national
crisis can instigate
a knee-jerk reaction in the
public (DD cancellations) but
it also unites people in
giving and supporting
others.

People still
give if we continue
to ask – even when their
future outlook
is uncertain.

Digital
giving is growing
but postal response
still brings in the majority
of the income – the future
is in omnichannel
approaches.

Social
distancing and
safety measures make
regular giving acquisition
more challenging, therefore
retaining existing donors
is even more
important.

The future is starting to feel more certain. Vaccines are on their way and if all goes to plan we can start to rekindle some sort of normality.
However, one thing we agree on is that the pandemic has changed the way we think about and implement our fundraising forever. More is
possible. That doesn’t mean we replace the old with new, but augment what we have and be brave in trying new things.
The one thing our data shows us is how important individual giving still is. It contains many tried and tested approaches that can work
alongside, support and enhance many of the new technologies and trends emerging. Long may that last – here’s to an exciting new normal!
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KEY ACTIONS

1

KEEP ASKING. Individual giving remains strong. People still want to help
and individual giving asks are reliable and steady income generators.
Research shows that giving and helping others makes humans feel better,
happier, more in control.

2

PLAN ACROSS CHANNELS NOT IN THEM. It’s likely the rise in digital and
mobile giving will continue but don’t forget direct mail, it’s outperforming
currently and delivers increased response when used in conjunction with
other digital and online channels.

3

UNDERSTAND YOUR AUDIENCES. Younger, digital, home-worker audiences
may need a different supporter journey approach to older, postal responsive
retired audiences. And with the country split by a tiered covid system will
different geographies need different messages and approaches?

4

LOVE YOUR SUPPORTERS. Acknowledge and thank their giving.
Nurture them in these difficult times, your loyal supporters will help
to carry you through.

5
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STAY AGILE. 2020 has been challenging but it has been exciting too. The red-tape
of many charities has been lowered through necessity enabling a faster pace of
change and allowing fundraisers to be even more innovative than before.
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LEADING THE WAY IN
FUNDRAISING SERVICES
With decades of experience response handling
campaigns for some of the UK’s largest charities,
Woods Valldata is in a unique position to shed light in
these uncertain and unprecedented times.
Over 75 active charity clients.
7M Direct Debits claimed per year.
£100M cash donations handled per year.
Our purpose is to help charities raise more funds for
their causes.

Our Values
WE ARE ONE TEAM.
WE STRIVE FOR THE HIGHEST STANDARDS.
WE TAKE OWNERSHIP.
WE BELIEVE IN OUR PEOPLE.
WE SHOW INTEGRITY.
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GET IN TOUCH

We’d love to help you. Contact Emma for a chat about your programmes
and where we can help:

07736 905114
emma.corbett@woodsvalldata.co.uk
Want more like this?
Sign up to our newsletter for more news from Woods Valldata
Follow us on LinkedIn

Lansdowne House, Bumpers Way, Chippenham SN14 6NG
T 01249 653444 E charities@woodsvalldata.co.uk
www.woodsvalldata.co.uk

CLICK HERE

